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“Reflections by Robert Hirsch on the Conference “Peak Oil: Challenges and 
Opportunities for the GCC Countries” held at Doha, Qatar on 2-4 April 2013. 
Posted with his generous permission.

I was fortunate to be among the few westerners invited to attend and speak at 
this first-of-its kind “peak oil” (PO) conference in a Middle East. The fact that a 
major Middle East oil exporter would hold such a conference on what has long 
been a verboten subject was quite remarkable and a dramatic change from 
decades of PO denial. The two and a half day meeting was well attended by 
people from the GCC as well as other regional countries.

The going-in assumption was that “peak oil” will occur in the near future. 
[Production of actual oil has already peaked.  Shortfall is being made up for time 
being with "oil equivalents." - Shivani] The timing of the impending onset of world 
oil decline was not an issue at the conference, rather the main focus was what 
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the GCC countries should do soon to ensure a prosperous, long-term future. To 
many of us who have long suffered the vociferous denial of PO by Gulf 
Cooperation Council (GCC) and OPEC countries, this conference represented a 
major change. In the words of Kjell Aleklett (Professor of Physics at Uppsala 
University, Sweden), who summarized highlights of the conference, the meeting 
was “an historic event.””

Read full article at oilprice.com   http://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/Arab-
Countries-Openly-Discuss-Peak-Oil-for-the-First-Time.html

-
This is a big “Oh shit!” moment. The public signal has now been given by the 
oil producing countries that time is running very short.
Accelerate your preps as best you can.
I see a market sell-off/short-term massive deflationary cycle as the only thing to 
stave off the peak oil cliff, so that is exactly what I expect to happen. Very soon.
Get out of the markets, get long on cash and physical PM’s that you hold. Get 
your long-term food and other emergency supplies in order, including a 
reasonable amount of stabilized fuel. Get yourself mentally prepared and 
physically organized. [An emergency is a short-term event.  We are facing The 
Long Emergency, as James Howard Kunstler termed it in his book so titled. - 
Shivani Another very important thing to to is a bangup job of insulating your living 
space.]
We are about to enter the Era of Decline. - Wesley Miller, [manager at 
collapsenet.com]
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